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COUNTING THE COST OF LIVEABOARD CRUISING

like our budget, is neither the smallest nor the 
largest. We do most maintenance work ourselves, 
getting in specialist help only when necessary.

We recorded our expenses on a three-month 
sailing trip last summer, from southern Turkey 
to southern Spain. We then compared this with 
the cost of spending the next three months 
wintering at Almerimar Marina, at El Ejido, on the 
Mediterranean coast of Andalucia in southern 
Spain. Costs were a mixture of euros, Tunisian 
dinars, Turkish lira and Maltese pounds, but 
they are shown here in sterling, converted at the 
exchange rate at the time. 

MaRINa CoStS 
We slot into the 10-12m category of berthing 
fees. There are some good deals for winter 

berthing, but from June to October, prices are 
double everywhere, and treble or more in places 
like the Balearics, the south of France, and parts 
of Italy. Capri, for example, would have cost us 
£68 a night. However, if you can find the transito 
pontoon in an Italian harbour, it’s free for two 
nights. Going further east, there are many Greek 
harbours where the dues are minimal or free. In 
Turkey, Ayvalik Marina cost us £11.50 a night.

Anchoring is usually free, and we anchor 
out most of the time in the summer, regardless 
of marina prices, because it’s enjoyable. Two 
solar panels and a wind generator provide our 
electricity and run our fridge, and we have three 
flexible water tanks capable of holding 400 litres. 
We probably go into a marina every three weeks 
for water and groceries, and by then everything 

How much to  
 cruise the Med?

Not as much as you’d think, say Bob and Liz Buxton,  
who have spent  three years exploring the  
Mediterranean in their Warrior 35, Yanina 

T
here are all sorts of ways to cruise the 
Mediterranean. Some people live 
aboard their yachts all year round, 
sailing in summer and spending winter 

in a marina. Other people fly south in May to 
sail for some or all of the summer months up to 
September, leaving the boat laid-up ashore or 
safely moored before flying home for winter. It’s 
possible to sail in the winter, but the frequency of 
storms discourages most. 

So, how much does it cost to cruise the Med? 
Much less than you’d think. Of course, there 
are many variables, from the size of boat to the 
number of crew, lifestyle and, ultimately, the size 
of your wallet.

Aboard Yanina, our 30-year-old Warrior 35, we 
are probably a rather average couple. Our boat, 

Med cruisers anchor off this 
idyllic waterside taverna at Ayios 

Stefanos, in Corfu, Greece
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Basking in winter sun at Yanina’s winter home, 
Almerimar Marina in southeastern Spain

There is a thriving community of liveaboard cruisers at 
Almerimar Marina in El Ejido, Spain

Liz fits a new hatch for the heads compartment. 
They do nearly all the maintenance themselves

We met Moshe and  
Claudia in Turkey

Painting the hull required  
a haul-out in Turkey

Transiting the Corinth  
Canal cost £90

Bob and Liz can eat out twice a week without 
busting their budget
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Three months’
shore costs wintering at

Almerimar Marina,
Spain – £3,514

Three months’
summer cruising

costs from Turkey to
Spain – £3,170
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needs a good wash, too, so we make the most of 
it. For safety, we always leave Yanina in a marina 
when we travel inland.

On our sailing trip we anchored at most of 
the places we visited, and only paid for 20 nights 
in marinas: in Malta at £11.60 per night, Tunisia 
at £11.30 per night and, surprisingly, at posh, 
expensive Majorca, just over £10 per night. The 
fee for transiting the  Corinth Canal fee was £90. 
By comparison, the winter cost of three months 
in Almerimar Marina worked out at £7.34 per 
night, including power and water.

During our three years in the Med, we’ve spent 
a lot of time in Almerimar Marina. It’s like a village 
with its social life and gossip.There are about a 
thousand boats in three bays (darsenas) around 
Almerimar and each bay is lined with apartments 
and a few shops, bars and restaurants. There are 
a lot of Brits on boats and in apartments, but 
other nationalities living aboard include Dutch, 
French, German and 
Scandinavian. Social 
life has been organised 
by the longer-term 
residents, so each week 
there is a pub quiz, a 
boules contest, a pool 
evening in one of the 
bars and beginners’ Spanish lessons at another. 
News of this social activity is broadcast every 
morning in the Cruisers’ Net on the VHF radio. 
One person introduces and co-ordinates it and 
everybody else chips in. Answers are provided 
to such questions as: ‘Can anyone with a sewing 
machine mend a rip in my genoa?’ (yes, we have 
Liz’s old sewing machine on board). ‘What time 
is the bus to El Ejido?’ ‘Who can give me a lift to 

the airport?’ ‘Has anyone got a gasket for a Sur-flo 
bilge pump?’ ‘Who wants to buy my spinnaker 
pole?’ And so on.

oUR beSt MaRINa baRGaIN:
In Palma in September, still the high season, we 
could have paid £35 per night in a marina. But 
we were tipped off about a charter boat pontoon 
berth for 50 cents per square metre, including 
power and water – a real bargain at just over £10, 
and right in the heart of the city. We had to vacate 
it on a Friday when the charter fleet returned.

MaINtaINING yaCHt aNd CRew
Yanina looks after us, so we look after her, 
and naturally she comes first. In our three-
month winter period, we spent £1,167 on her 
maintenance. Compare this with the cost of 
our personal maintenance – dentist, optician 
and a few items of clothing – a mere £186! 

We’ll happily wear four-
year-old, trendily faded 
clothes while Yanina gets 
another coat of paint or 
varnish. We’ve escaped 
the consumer world and 
it’s very liberating. We’ve 
trained ourselves to see 

anything from a shop that isn’t a chandlers as 
excess cargo.

On our summer sailing trip we hope nothing 
happens to slow or stop the sailing, or put us in 
an expensive marina, but inevitably there are 
running repairs and renewals, or an irresistible 
bargain. Last summer, when our autopilot 
stopped working, we found a free mooring 
on the harbour wall at Levkas in the Greek 

Ionian that gave us the time to repair it. The 
autopilot was as old as the boat, so its 1970s 
opto-electronics were actually repairable, unlike 
modern electronics. With helpful advice from a 
French electrician, the Dutch owner of a marine 
electronics shop, and components sent by FedEx 
from England, we replaced the light sensors and 
polarising film and it works better than ever. Cost: 
£82.60 (mainly FedEx). The other big expense was 
replacing the exhaust hose in Malta.

taCklING loNG-teRM pRojeCtS
Winter is a good time for tackling long-term 
projects and buying new gear. Malta has good 
chandlers and facilities to haul out and work on 
your own boat. Here, we fitted a holding tank, 
essential if you go to Turkey, and a new hatch.

Turkey is a good place to get things done 
speedily by expert craftsmen at a reasonable 
price. We had a metal gantry made and fitted, the 
sprayhood fabric was renewed and a new genoa 
was made. With Yanina hauled out, we also 
re-painted her topsides ourselves. It took a lot of 
preparation, but only cost £160.

In Spain, during our three-month winter stay, 
we spent £395 to replace worn patches on the 
deck with Treadmaster sheets and adhesive. It 
was one of our biggest costs, but it was a project 
that had been on the work list since we bought 
Yanina. By contrast, refurbishing all the interior 
woodwork and washboards cost £62 in materials 
and £64 for new locks and handles. We also 
replaced the engine mounts ourselves, with the 
guidance of a diesel engineer, for just £224.

A marina in winter is a close-knit community 
where people share and swap ideas. If you didn’t 
want to buy that latest gadget when you arrived, 

you may well leave with one. An essential for us 
was a Wi-Fi Internet booster aerial for £136.

Our biggest expense was importing a Rocna 
anchor, then only available from New Zealand, 
but worth every penny, as it sets in a couple of feet 
and has never dragged. Our best bargains, from 
a second-hand chandlers in the Ionian, were a 
bilge pump, bought for £18, and a long, folding, 
stainless steel boarding ladder, costing just £46.

tHe CoSt of fUel aNd food
We didn’t quite believe everyone when they 
said we would use the engine more in the 
Mediterranean. ‘There’s either no wind and you 
motor, or the wind is in the wrong direction, so 

you motor anyway,’ they told us. We found this 
to be true, and even when the wind is in the right 
direction, the short, steep waves often stop you 
sailing. Bob wrote a book about 
cruising illustrated with cartoons 
- it’s called, you guessed it,  On the 
Nose, and puts forward a theory 
about the winds.

Our diesel fuel costs for a three-
month trip of 2,573 miles came to 
£629. The best price  
was in Tunisia where it cost  just 
31p per litre.

When it came to provisioning, 
our summer spending is 

highest, because one of the pleasures in visiting 
a new country is to browse the smaller shops 
and sample local produce. We also visit food 

markets where goods are fresher and 
tastier, but surprisingly, not always 
the cheapest. The lower winter 
expenses in Almerimar reflect how 
reasonably priced the goods are 
in the Spanish Mercadona chain of 
supermarkets. 

Best buys: The price of a loaf of 
bread in Turkey is state-controlled 
at just 10p. The cheapest wine we 
found was in Spain at 30p a litre, but a 
headache is guaranteed the next day.

‘For news of social 
events, listen to 

the VHF radio net’ 

An anchorage with a 
fine view at Simi, in the 
Dodecanese Islands

Aerial photographs courtesy of www.marinas.com. Visit the site to see more images of these and other  
parts of the coast of Europe and the USA, and to order framed photographs and screensavers

lIz & bob bUxtoN’S MedIteRRaNeaN  voyaGe
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3 months’ sailing Turkey-Spain
June-September 2007

Total expenditure £3,170
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3 months’ winter berthing
September-December 2007

Total expenditure £3,514
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bob aNd lIz bUxtoN
In 2004 Bob and Liz Buxton 
set off in Yanina to see how 
far they could get. They are 
currently in the Caribbean, 
having sailed south from the Med to The 
Gambia and across the Atlantic to Brazil.
See: www.freewebs.com/onthenose.

COUNTING THE COST OF LIVEABOARD CRUISING

addING Up tHe CoStS 
In our three winter months living in the 
marina, surrounded by bars, restaurants, a 
supermarket and chandlers, we expected to 
be spending more than during the summer 
sailing. We did spend more on land transport 
and boat maintenance. But we made savings 
on diesel and groceries. We were surprised 
to find how similar our winter and summer 
expenses were. Three months’ summer sailing 
cost £3,170, while three months’ winter 
expenses totalled £3,514. 

wINING aNd dINING
We eat out at lunchtime and in the evening at 
least once a week and stop for coffee most times 
we go out. Summer and winter spending was 
fairly similar wherever we went in the Med.

In some parts of Spain, you’ll get quite 
substantial tapas with your beer or wine, so after 
three rounds you’ve had your dinner, too!

In Fethiye, Turkey, the fish market is 
surrounded by restaurants. You first buy your 
fish at the market, then the restaurant will cook 
and serve it with salad 
and potatoes for just 
£2 extra. Beer prices 
are pretty similar 
everywhere in the Med 
and, yes, there is beer in 
some Muslim countries. 
Turkey has its own brewery, EFES.

exploRING aSHoRe 
One of the pleasures of cruising is making landfall 
in a strange place and stepping ashore to explore 
and discover new delights. We plan our trips to 
be cost-effective but sometimes it makes sense to 
join an organised sightseeing tour. Last summer, 
in Tunisia, we signed up for a three-day desert 
and oasis tour in a 4x4 vehicle with a driver. It was 
better value than hiring a vehicle ourselves, and 
safer, too, as the temperature was 49ºC. For £260 
we had accommodation in four-star hotels, plus 
all the food we could eat, a camel ride, a festival 
evening and three great companions.

StayING IN toUCH
An important consideration for liveaboard 
cruisers is staying in touch with home and family. 

The Internet offers instant contact via emails and 
even cheap phone calls. Most marinas and some 
anchorages have wireless Internet access, so you 
can read your daily newspaper online. Gone are 
the days of searching for a public telephone that 
actually works, then using a phone card that only 
seems to last minutes. Now you can download a 
free phone package at www.skype.com and call 
friends, family and business straight from your 
laptop computer. Skype offers free phone calls to 
other Skype-enabled computers, while costs to 

a landline are just12p per 
minute and about 14p per 
minute to a mobile phone. 
You can also make video-
conference calls, and send 
text messages anywhere in 
the world.

A lot of anchorages have Wi-Fi hotspots, but 
sometimes the signal weakens if you’re some way 
offshore. There are also problems when lots of 
yachts try to access the same hotspot. When the 
signal is poor you can improve reception with an 
antenna booster, as we did. We bought a WaveRV 
antenna. See www.radiolabs.com/products/
wireless/waverv.php.

Wi-fi may only be good enough for emails 
and web browsing, rather than voice calls. The 
alternative is to dinghy ashore with your laptop  
in a waterproof rucksack, find the local Internet 
café  – usually full of yachtsmen hiding behind 
laptops, wearing headphones and talking to 
the screens – and make your calls while enjoying 
a coffee. Anchored in Majorca last summer, we 
paid £5.70 a day, compared with £21 a month in 
Almerimar in the winter. In some marinas, the 
Internet is free. W

‘Gone are the days 
of searching for 
phone booths’

Yanina on 
passage – and for 
once, the wind 
isn’t on the nose

SaIlING CoStS

SHoRe CoStS


